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Abstract

The rocketed development concerning electro-optic polymers fundamentally
motivated by its pragmatic application in envisioning second-order nonlinear optics
and waveguiding are cardinal. Modern synthetic strategies consigned an outstanding
optical quality amorphous polymers with enhanced properties. Documented data
revealed a huge progress in understanding their implementation, however
challenges still exist regarding their temporal stabilities etc. This review delivers a
brief investigation of nonlinear optical (NLO) polymer materials demonstrated over
previous decades. Besides, their categorical explanation along with their structural
architecting via engineering polymeric backbone or functionalization of the
molecular entities have been reviewed. Correspondingly, their temporal and thermal
stabilities accompanied by NLO characteristics features are also discussed.
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Introduction
Information industry has drastically changed the people’s lives attributed to the emer-

gence of new technologies, such as: 5G, optical computing, internet, sensing, artificial

intelligence and all sort of multimedia/data/signal processing [1–3]. To support this

change, the optoelectronic device industry encounters unprecedented challenges and

as well as opportunities [4, 5]. For high-speed communication, the obstacle is to trans-

form electronic signals in to optical signals with rapid pace. Developing superior

electro-optic devices fundamentally acquire integrant such as efficient electro-optic

(EO) modulator, which encodes electrical signals into optical domain, allowing the

transmission of hefty information bandwidth photons while isolating them of electrical

interference. The electro-optical modulator is based on the optical signal modulation

which is an indispensable device in optical communication. In order to meet the rapid

conversion of electro-optical signals, the requirements of attaining electro-optical mod-

ulators are getting higher and higher. The explicit requirements are as follows: 1) Low

drive voltage; 2) Low optical loss; 3) Low energy consumption; 4) High bandwidth, etc.

[6, 7].
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As researcher attributed more and more attentions towards modulator development

the EO materials hold the essential part of the modulator [8, 9]. However, the currently

commercialized EO material is the lithium niobate crystal, while having an EO coeffi-

cient of merely 30 pm/V [10]. Therefore, the EO modulators processed with lithium ni-

obate as the core material revealed complications such as high driving voltage and high

energy consumption. Not only that, when the modulation frequency reaches the modu-

lation limitation, the performance of EO modulator will drop rapidly. In order to solve

the problems of high energy consumption and modulation limit, the organic EO mate-

rials have received an extensive attention from the scientific community due to their

excellent performance.

Globally, the scientific community is indulged in developing novel EO organics, en-

countering prerequisites such as elevated nonlinear and quick response, outstanding

optical transparency etc. [11–13]. While exploiting numerous material systems, the

EO-based organics have been recognized as an auspicious system in accomplishing req-

uisites desired for developing EO technologies. The EO organics are intrinsically advan-

tageous over its counter inorganic EO crystals in the many aspects: 1) enormous

Pockels coefficients (r33 standards greater than 1000 pm/V) [14]; 2) high-speed EO re-

sponse (less than 10 femtoseconds); 3) comparatively smaller dielectric constants (3 to

4) in limited range around 250 GHz (GHz), and minute dielectric loss tangent (10− 4)

[6]; 4) these organics display great compatibility in directing materials and substrates in

systems; 5) complex architectures and arrays can be accomplished because of their

extraordinary solution processability; 6) intrinsic radiation hardness and wide operation

temperatures for space applications (Fig. 1) [15]. The EO organic materials with such

appealing characteristics are cardinal in addressing EO devices undertaking a broad

spectrum, while establishing adequate modulation via low energy and small-footprint

devices [6].

In constructing EO polymers, modern synthetic tools have transformed molecular en-

gineering approaches significantly by involving a couple of strategies: firstly, the NLO-

based organic materials rational designing followed by efficient architectural modifica-

tion /functionalization, resulting in tuning the molecular (microscopic)

Fig. 1 The advantages and applications of EO polymer modulator
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hyperpolarizabilities; secondly, constructing distinct molecular entities with enhanced

hyperpolarizabilities of collective (macroscopic) assemblies [16–18]. Convincingly, en-

gineering molecular organics via modern synthetic and sophisticated tools along with

precision of device fabrication, devices with excellent performances can be achieved

[19, 20]. Additionally, confined state of NLO-based nanofabricated organics in a device

disclose contrast and size dependent optical characteristics to that of conventional de-

vice architectures. Therefore, designing of novel NLO materials is cardinal to encounter

the desired photonic features compatible with that of cutting-edge technologies. Un-

deniably, polymeric materials are the backbone of such tremendous technologies wing

attributed to their attractive optical properties and ease of modification along with

physical and chemical stabilities [21, 22]. Besides, characteristically such polymers are

isotropic with amorphous and visible nature, providing fantastic optical standard with

minimal optical propagation losses. Engineering novel photonic materials with versatile

device architectures needs to be explored in realizing widespread commercial applica-

tion. Abundant literatures regarding NLO organics have been documented, demon-

strating large EO coefficients and enduring stabilities as well [23–25].

In this review we summarized the recent developments in organic second order NLO

polymeric materials. Herein, we highlighted the most recent and significant develop-

ments in the dynamic arena of NLO organics along with their future perspectives. Ad-

dressing a brief introduction along with cardinal features required for designing of

NLO materials in device application, followed by categorical classification and review-

ing documented experimental results presented in well reputed journals and finally

conclusion with future perspective is given.

Functionalized EO polymers

Common methodology designed for obtaining good optical quality, with large second-

order NLO susceptibility thin films is the functionalization of amorphous polymers

with molecules exhibiting large first hyperpolarizability [26]. The stability of the mater-

ial directly affects the lifetime of the EO device. For organic second-order NLO mate-

rials, stability includes not only the chemical stability of the core chromophore but also

the stability in the subsequent conversion process, including thermal and long-term

stability.

Guest-host doped system

The guest-host system is the straightforward approach in implementing materials on to

the devices. The chromophores are simply dissolved followed by doping in to the poly-

mer matrix functioning as guest. It is necessary to figure out an identical solvent for

the individual constituents. The prepared solution can be directly implemented in the

fabrication of thin films and is tailed by EO effect via electric field poling. Commercially

accessible an optical quality polymeric materials including polyacrylates and polycarbo-

nates and their derivatization in to amorphous polymers can function as host materials

[27–30]. However, challenges still exist to optimize the nonlinear response of molecu-

larly engineered NLO materials (chromophores and polymers). This system provides

convenience in studying the process of chromophore poling and its corresponding

orientation behavior while varying the chromophore loading densities.
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Selecting polymers functioning as host materials for chromophores, two factors are

cardinal, the amorphous state and the glass transition temperature. A decrease in host

polymer glass transition temperature (Tg) will ultimately fluctuate the stability concern-

ing molecular orientation, consequently reducing the EO movement. While, elevation

of Tg will influence the stability of the chromophore which might lead to its decompos-

ition during poling process heating. An increase in Tg of the host polymer is directly

proportional to the chromophore loading density (become larger), thus, enhancing

NLO materials EO activity. Besides, electric field-induced acentric order of chromo-

phores in poled polymers declines with the passage of time. The temporal alignment

stability of guest-host polymer system can potentially be enhanced via elevating poling

temperatures (or Tg of host polymeric materials) in comparison to the device oper-

ational temperatures. The polymeric materials having elevated Tg performing as hosts

in a composite with chromophores is advantageous (chromophores contributing as

plasticizers eventually lowering the Tg of the composite). However, employing elevated-

temperature poling process, highly efficient organics carrying extended π-conjugated

backbones exposes itself to thermal decomposition, thus limiting the choice of high Tg

polymeric materials. Engineering EO polymers for potential applications, material pa-

rameters including optical absorption, scattering loss, and photochemical steadiness

should be taken in consideration.

A number of polymers such as polyimide, poly-methyl methacrylate and amorphous

polycarbonate (host-polymers) made it to extensively used polymeric materials in

guest-host composites because of their enhanced temporal stabilities. A novel polymer

material entitled as poly (NDI) (Fig. 2) with glass transition temperature of about

210 °C was designed and synthesized [31]. The films carried an EO polymer involving

C1 and C2 in the composite as guest chromophores. The experimental glass transition

temperature of the polymer composite (after poling) was at 188 °C with EO coefficient

around 93 pm/V, subsequently treated at 85 °C for a duration 500 h, the initial EO coef-

ficient value was maintained at above 70%. The host-guest composite system (with EO

material) is the straightforward approach in implementing materials with highest qual-

ity and is most widely used in poling of polymeric materials. However, challenges still

exist for practical applications such as, lack of true chemical bonding between the

chromophore and its respective polymer unit, because of less thermal steadiness of

Fig. 2 Host-guest EO material poly(NDI)/C1 and C2
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chromophore an exposure to orientation relaxation ultimately reduces the EO activity,

and lastly process of film formation process can lead to the phase separation. Consider-

ing aforementioned challenges, Hydrogen bonding was a new methodology to enhance

the long-term stabilities of the host-guest system [32]. Researchers constructed HPB2

(composite contained a blend of PMMA-co-PHPM and P4VP) (Fig. 3) polymeric net-

work connected through hydrogen bonding, the then fabricated EO thin-film compos-

ition contained HPB2/20% DFCT-1 (Tg = 150 °C), longtermly stable while maintained

low EO coefficient of merely 30 pm/V). The authors tested the thermal stability of the

composite by exposing the material to 85 °C for a period of 250 h, they revealed that

85% of the initial EO coefficient can be retained. In comparison to the values docu-

mented for amorphous polycarbonate (APC) material (retaining merely 75% of the ini-

tial EO coefficient of APC/10% DFTC-1), this system ensured its potential for future

application.

Such hydrogen bonded (guest-host composite) system is advantageous in a couple of

ways: first, the loading density of the chromophores in EO film can regulate well in the

presence of extensive hydrogen bonded networks; second, the diverse features of such

bonding (dynamics, reversibility, and temperature) potentially enhances the EO mater-

ial stabilities [16]. As the molecular motions are directly dependent on temperature, an

increase in temperature ultimately enhances the molecular motions. But once the

temperature approaches the poling temperature, the three-dimensional arrangement

engaging chromophores by means of hydrogen bonding vanishes. Now, hydrogen bond

will no longer hold the free molecular moment present in chromophores when external

voltage is applied. Subsequently, bringing down the temperature to ambient

temperature (post poling process) will yet again permit hydrogen bonding in molecular

organics, revealing three-dimensional network and eventually constraining chromo-

phore moments, therefore, EO materials with enduring stabilities can be accomplished.

Despite of such attractive characteristics, a couple of disadvantages are accompanying

this system, such as: solvent compatibilities and the dipole-dipole interactive forces

present among chromophores cannot be effectively inhibited.

Fig. 3 Polymeric system with doping by means of hydrogen bond network and DFTC-1
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Main-chain EO polymer

Construction of main-chain polymer system involves the NLO-based organics (chro-

mophores) as one of the monomer and is chemically bonded with respective monomer

to form polymeric system. In such system, an increase in chromophore loading density

is proportionally inhibiting the macro-phase separation, elsewise limiting chromophore

relaxation within the polymer backbone. Therefore, most commonly engineered EO

polymeric materials having main chain organics reveal sophisticated orientational sta-

bilities. This system includes polymeric backbones constructed of Polyimide, polyureth-

ane, polyarylether, and polyester etc. [33–37].

Earlier, polyimides being extensively exploited polymers in engineering main-chain

polymeric backbones and they acknowledged preeminent glass transition temperatures

[38–43]. Recent documentation described the temporally stable novel polymers indul-

ging polyimide (P1) and polyurea (PU) along with second-order NLO based organics

[44]. These polymers were connected with molecular entity entitled as 2,3-bis (4-ami-

nophenyl)-5,6-dicyanopyrazine (BAPDCP) with measured first-order molecular hyper-

polarizability of 123.5 × 10− 30 esu. Polymers P1and PU revealed the EO coefficient of

16.5 and 27.7 pm/V at 1064 nm, correspondingly. Furthermore, polyimide based sample

was placed for poling, presenting the onset temporal deterioration about 200 °C. Simi-

larly, another successful investigation featured polyimides (Λ-shape PI) based main-

chain system with carbazole constructed two dimensional organic (chromophore) and

revealed high temporal stability [45]. The engineered 2D polymer displayed fantastic

temporal stability at 350 °C with no substantial weight loss. The implemented corona-

poling operated at 210 °C while exhibiting a EO coefficient value of 17.2 pm/V. Add-

itionally, the newly developed chromophore (carbazole based chromophore) in the 2D

polymeric backbone showed more liability towards poling with respect to the electric

field direction while conventional head to tail main-chain polymeric systems were lack

of such liability of poling.

Classical literature reported novel EO polymers with polyimide structural backbone

[36]. The researchers introduced a sequential self-repetitive strategic reaction which

eventually lead to wholly aromatic polyamide architectures. The respective polymers

PI1 and PI2 (Fig. 4) delivered an ideal Tg figures of 196 °C and 208 °C respectively, while

revealing poor EO coefficient of merely 25 pm/V (for PI2) retaining 92% of the initial

EO activity. In 2013, new isolation functional groups were introduced for manufactur-

ing polycarbonate-based (Fig. 5) EO materials [46]. Introducing direct polymerization

technique between various chromophore (performing as monomer) and bisphenol as

monomer, resulting in EO active polycarbonates. The glass transition temperature of

then prepared polymers carrying different chromophore loading densities resonated be-

tween 130 and 170 °C, while highest EO coefficients approached 75 pm/V.

Recently, documentation regarding NLO polymers engineered with novel chromo-

phores, facilitating the main-chain polymers synthetically and present good solution

stabilities [33]. The new strategy implemented novel chromophore working as mono-

mer bearing carboxylic functionalities at the terminal points, while the counter mono-

mer contained benzene unit with ethyl side chains which are terminally functionalized

with hydroxyl groups. The then synthesized polyester polymers (PE-1 PE-2) revealed

fantastic thermal stabilities of 305 °C and 223 °C for PE-1 and PE-2 respectively. While,

because of the structural resemblance and their corresponding molecular interactions,
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the Tg analysis delivered almost identical values for PE-1 (113 °C) and PE-2 (108 °C).

Moreover, employing corona-poling to these polymer films presented the EO coeffi-

cient values of 26.3 pm/V (PE-1) and 35.8 pm/V (PE-2) and insignificant decline oc-

curred in the original value after being backed at 85 °C for over hundreds of hours.

Side-chain EO polymer

Side-chain EO polymers can be accomplished by means of covalently anchored molecu-

lar dipolar organics (chromophores) functioning as side chain/substituent to the back-

bone of host polymer material. Construction of such polymer system is advantageous

by means of uniform film deposition which in turn inhibits molecular crystallization

along with phase separation as well. Besides, this system predominantly suppresses the

relocation of chromophore and challenges governed by chromophore loading density

for long term application. Moreover, side chain polymer system retain its degree of

freedom which eventually can enhance the poling competency to that of host-guest sys-

tem. Most commonly used polymers in this system includes, the Vinyl based NLO

polymers (polystyrene and polymethyl methacrylate) and NLO polymeric materials hav-

ing elevated Tg such as, polyurethane, polyimide, polyamide, polyester, polyether, and

polyquinoline [47–52]. Previously a substantial literature regarding various side-chain

NLO polymer categories have been documented [53–63].

Fig. 4 Main-chain polymer structures involving polyimide

Fig. 5 Structurally Y-type polycarbonate bearing EO active material
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The targeted side-chain EO-active polymeric materials can be accomplished by a

couple of methodologies i.e. direct polymerization and post-functionalization. Direct

polymerization process involved, the synthesis of the respective chromophores func-

tioning as monomers which are followed by copolymerization with their partner mono-

mers. Synthetically, such polymerization generally involved the free radical and

esterification reactions. While the post-functionalization methodology in accomplishing

EO-active polymer materials involve the attachment of EO organics to the polymer

backbone by means of a chemical reaction. The targeted post-functionalization can be

realized through Catalyzed esterification, Mitsunobu etherification, the Diels-Alder

addition reaction, the Huisgen reaction, the Kneovenagel condensation reaction, and

the nucleophilic reaction of isocyanate with hydroxyl groups. The employment of poly-

carbonates, in particular the amorphous polycarbonate (APC) have been extensively

utilized as host polymers for attachment of NLO chromophores because of their at-

tractive feature, such as elevated Tg, decent film processability and respectable optical

properties. In 2008, researchers documented a communication regarding NLO polymer

the APC (Fig. 6a), utilizing carboxylic acid containing bisphenol performing as mono-

mer followed by appropriate insertion of functionalized organics via esterification [64].

Their polymers bearing high chromophore loading density delivered elevated Tg as high

as 202 °C, while the recorded EO coefficient for TCF-based chromophore was merely

38 pm/V (at 1300 nm).

The glass transition temperatures of other similar polymeric entities such as polyam-

ides and polyquinolines loaded with side-chain chromophores are also elegant ap-

proaching as high as 215 °C which are beneficial in long term device stabilities. Earlier,

a new synthetic strategy (Stile cross coupling polymerization) was implemented which

carried chemically sensitive units [49]. This approach utilized monomers (NLO chro-

mophores) with bromine atoms for coupling reactions of aromatic polyamides (Fig. 6b).

The resulting polymers exhibited large r33 value of 35 pm/V at 1300 nm and maintained

high temporal stability at 80 °C. Similarly, researchers employed an efficient synthetic

procedure for side-chain NLO polyquinolines [50]. Their synthesis involved polycon-

densation of bis (ketomethylene) monomer with bis-(o-amino ketone) monomers (Fig.

Fig. 6 Polymers with side-chain EO chromophores
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6c). Although, the EO coefficient of this polymer was low but they delivered temporal

alignment stability at around 100 °C. Moreover, their methodology proposed tremen-

dous flexibility in selecting the polymeric backbone which is beneficial for tuning the

opto-physical characteristics of such polymer materials. In 2017, scientists introduced

novel EO polymer comprised of side-chain polyester connected to a chromophore with

two comparatively elongated flexible chains (Fig. 7) which are terminally flanked with

carboxyl functionalities ensuring mobility of the chromophores concerning host poly-

mer matrix [65]. Three polymers GL-S-1, GL-S-2 and GL-S-3 were prepared which are

having identical cores with different chromophore loading. The results confirmed that

the glass transition temperatures of these polymers are around 110 °C, while the

chromophore loading density was directly proportional to EO coefficient values (29.3

pm/V for GL-S-1, 43.6 pm/V for GL-S-2 and 63.1 pm/V for GL-S-3).

Recently documented EO polymers (Fig. 8a) based on side-chain strategy, sequentially

comprised of an adamantyl moiety (with desired loading densities) for enhancing ther-

mal characteristics of the then synthesized polymers. Expectedly, progressive enhance-

ment in loading density of adamantyl proportionally enhanced the Tg of the respected

polymers eventually approaching 194 °C (for EO194). Furthermore, the fabricated

modulator involving Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interface modulator delivered fantastic ther-

mal resistivity at elevated temperatures (105 °C) approximately up to 2000 h for poly-

mer EO194 [66]. Same research group, optimized aforementioned polymer via

molecular engineering which ultimately sharpened the polymeric backbone (Fig. 8b),

modified nonlinearity and enhanced its Tg [67]. Additionally, the researchers con-

structed silicon-polymer hybrid modulator which sustained an ultra-fast single-lane

data rates approaching 200 gigabits/second. The authors claimed that the newly con-

structed ultrahigh speed SPH modulator exhibited resistance to high temperature up to

110 °C, while maintaining high-speed signal fidelity, and guaranteeing high EO

activities.

Cross-linked systems EO polymer

The cross-linking strategy is currently occupying research hotspot and is advanta-

geously providing better temporal and long term stabilities to the induced EO ma-

terials [22]. The NLO molecular organics bearing crosslinking units react by means

of chemically attached units to the adjacent polymer backbones and governed a

steady 3D polymer network which efficiently inhibit the chromophore relaxation

Fig. 7 Structure and synthesis of polymer GL-S1
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process along with effectively maintained EO characteristics. The cross-linking pro-

cedure should to be accomplished under well controlled environment of applied

electric field, because the glass transition temperature of polymeric materials up-

surges with applied heating or with enhanced illumination time. Since, this system

effectively suppress chromophores relaxations while maintaining long term EO co-

efficient, the system must fulfill the following conditions: a) original structure of

the respective chromophore should be retained during cross-linking operation, b)

reaction timing is cardinal thus should be controlled (poling before crosslinking),

c) the required temperature for the cross-linking reaction should be equivalent to

the glass transition temperature, and d) the orientation momentum concerning

chromophore must overwhelm the cross-linking speed.

Since, the NLO chromophores display strong absorbance in the short wave-

length region, the photo-crosslinking methodologies deliver low efficiencies which

could be attributed to photobleaching effect. Limited number of publications are

documented which implemented the photo cross-linking systems. However, al-

though one recent example introduced in situ photo cross-linking for engineering

of poly (aryl ether ketone) and the functionalized chromophores were terminated

with anthracene groups [68]. The authors claimed that their designed reaction

strategy could be efficiently accomplished under mild condition and is highly pro-

ductive for delivering enhanced poling efficiency and temporal stability. The data

extracted from the polymers revealed the maximum EO coefficient of 28.5 pm/V,

while the depolarization temperature concerning dipole relaxation has been im-

proved to 129 °C (post crosslinking) displaying a 17 °C increasement to the un-

cross-linked one. Besides, new methodologies were employed indulging thermal

cross-linking system, and commonly used cross-linking as well as curative ap-

proaches (for polymer systems) which are given below. For constructing EO poly-

mers via cross-linking strategies, it can be categorized in to three kinds of

reactions.

Cross-linking reaction indulging Diels-Alder (D-A) strategy

A competent lattice-hardening technique exploiting the [4 + 2] D-A cycloaddition

reaction [3, 69, 70]. This procedure entirely reverses the conventional applied ther-

mal processing procedures regarding cross-linking and is significantly advantageous

Fig. 8 a Chemical structure of the synthesized side-chain EO polymer b Modified chemical structure of the
synthesized side-chain EO polymer
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over the rest of NLO thermosets. The documented sequential cross-linked poly-

mers utilizing D-A addition reaction, eventually obtained cross-linked EO polymers

with elevated EO coefficient and enduring stabilities as well [8]. The authors con-

structed their molecular adducts by introducing the acrylate-functionalized den-

dritic NLO organics, while anthracene unit (Fig. 9) was introduced to the polymer

backbones (P1 and P2) functioning as diene for D-A reaction. Subsequently, poling

and cross-linking rewarded molecularly engineered polymers revealed highest EO

coefficient of 126 pm/V. The resultant polymers retained 88% of their original EO

coefficient even after being exposed to heating at 150 °C. Furthermore, they in-

creased the applied temperature up to 200 °C for a short period of 30 min and the

material preserved its initial EO coefficient at 80%. Such facile synthetic routes

along with elevated temporal stabilities and high EO activities promotes this system

towards promising device applications.

In 2012, researchers investigated the synthesis of polyacrylates with enhanced sol-

ubilities and various NLO organics [71]. Their D-A engineered cross-linked EO

material included side-chain EO polyester bearing furan as diene for the respective

reaction, while bismaleimide (BMI) (Fig. 10) as the cross-linkable moiety. The

chromophore FTC-wl was the selected chromophore along with polymer sPAR and

varied chromophore loading densities were produced. Their results revealed max-

imum EO activity of 124 pm/V anticipated for doped (FTC-wl) sPAR-CTCP system

while keeping high chromophore density. Exploiting the maleimide-type chromo-

phores to mild synthetic conditions, versatile but quantitative and avoiding catalytic

impurities, governed polymers PM-1a, PM-1b, PM-2, and PM-3 by D-A post func-

tionalization methodology. The resulted polymers displayed elevated dielectric

strength, outstanding optical value with respectable processability, and were con-

sistent with poling behaviors. The chromophore in polymers PM-1a and PM-1b is

anchored to the central amide unit, while the polymers entitled as PM-1b, PM-2,

and PM-3 are loaded with 20 wt% of the chromophore concentration. The poled

film of polymer PM-2 revealed the best r33-value of around 60 pm/V, while the

polymer PM-1b delivered almost half r33 (30 pm/V) value to the former one. The

polymer PM-3 film presented a comparatively decent r33-value of 57 pm/V. These

respective outcomes were achieved because of the existence of dendritic entities,

which eventually enhanced the poling efficiency of the polymers [72].

Fig. 9 Crosslinking via Diels-Alder addition reaction utilizing acrylates with anthracene
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Cross-linking reaction indulging Huisgen strategies

The Huisgen cross-linking reaction operates via click reaction, delivering efficient

conversion of reactants, providing good selectivity and can be performed under

mild conditions. Once the poling and cross-linking process is complete, the EO

polymeric material with enhanced stabilities can be attained in comparison to

non-cross-linked systems. Researchers employed this efficient protocol in the

preparation of novel EO polymers based on azide-alkyne 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition

[73]. They connected the polymer AJP12 (Fig. 11) bearing an azide substituent

with chromophores (EOD1 and EOD2) having different alkynyl groups via in-situ

cross-linking reaction. The author also utilized polar media for architectural con-

trol and the results revealed that cross-linking could potentially be facilitated in

polar media. Furthermore, their poled polymers exhibited enhanced EO activities

(up to 147 pm/V) along with outstanding long-term alignment stability, and

retained 93% EO coefficient (of initial figure) at temperature of 85 °C over a

period of 500 h. Similarly, a research team engineered EO active polymers, intro-

ducing chromophores which displayed compatibility towards free radical

polymerization [74]. Their co-polymers strategy involved CPO chromophores,

ethynyl and azido functional units, exhibited considerable EO coefficients ap-

proaching 41 pm/V. Furthermore, such cross-linking strategy can potentially im-

prove polymeric stability bearing optically active chromophores.

Cross-linking reaction indulging hydroxyl and isocyanate groups

In order to increase the extent of interaction involving polymeric backbone and their re-

spective chromophores by means of true chemical bonding, another cross-linking approach

towards EO polymer is to react hydroxyl and isocyanate. In 2012, the experts synthesized

cross-linkable co-polymers with varied loading of chromophores [75]. Their synthetic route

Fig. 10 EO polyester system based on Diels-Alder reaction
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presented PMMA based copolymer system which has a hydroxyl functional unit (Fig. 12)

while free radical polymerization was involved. Followed by solution preparation for spin

coating, they added a cross-linkable molecular organic bearing a couple of isocyanate func-

tional entities. Once the spin coating was over, it was followed by simultaneous termination

of poling and cross-linking procedures. Owing to the reactive nature of hydroxyl and iso-

cyanate groups, the cross-linking methodology could be accomplished in limited time at

under mild reaction temperature (140 °C). Besides, through this technique, the functional

chromophore loading densities and their respective compatibilities can also be amended.

Additionally, their results provided an EO activity of 45.5 pm/V with retained 83% of the

original EO coefficient at 80 °C for 450 h. In attaining tremendously rigid and enhanced

cross-linked system, chromophores with elevated μβ standards are mandatory. Researchers

introduced derivatization based on isophorone-based phenyltetraene chromophore (repre-

sented as CLD-5). For enhancing solubility and processibility, the π-conjugated bridge was

substituted with hexyl chains, while dihydroxy functionalities were implemented for various

crosslinking polyurethane systems. The EO polymer CLD-5/PPIF/BPDM polyurethane de-

livered higher EO coefficient of 41 pm/V and lower optical loss (2.56 dB cm− 1) at 1300 nm.

The polymer revealed higher stability of 133 °C indicating that excessive cross-linking dete-

riorates electric poling of long chromophores in a cross-linked polymer thin film [76].

Conclusions and perspective

We summarized the recent developments in EO polymers and are discussed categoric-

ally. All EO polymers loaded with chromophores, which are composed of an electron

donor, a conjugate π-bridge and an electron acceptor. Since, individual chromophores

have different first order hyperpolarizabilities, the one possessing higher first hyperpo-

larizability is more conducive and beneficial in obtaining macroscopic electro-optical

properties. Besides, other key factors encompasses the polarization, physical and chem-

ical stabilities of the EO material, and the cost-effective synthesis with reproducibility,

Fig. 11 Polymer system (AJP12) with EOD1 and EOD2, crosslinked via Huisgen reaction
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etc. The development of electro-optic polymers has mainly gone through the following

stages: 1. Host-guest system; 2. Side chain type polymer; 3. Main chain type polymer; 4.

Cross-linked type polymer. Some of the EO polymer parameters mentioned in the art-

icle can be seen in Table 1.

A number of documentation exploited the host-guest systems because of the ease of

synthetic reproducibility and solving the polarization issue governed from the electro-

static interaction between the chromophores. However, such system appear with flaws

Fig. 12 Polymeric cross-linking system involving hydroxyl with isocyanate

Table 1 The measured parameters of the entitled polymers

NLO Polymer Tg (°C) Td (°C) r33 (pm/V) Reference

P2 133 250 45.5 [75]

AJP12 150 204 147 [73]

PCC5 98 242 41 [74]

sPAR-CTCP 122 253 124 [71]

P2 215 270 126 [8]

P5 91 276 28.5 [68]

EO194 194 105 N/A [66]

N/A 172 110 N/A [67]

GL-S-3 113 239 63.1 [65]

P2 170 245 35 [49]

PC-AF-FTC 174 303 38 [64]

PE-2 108 223 35.8 [33]

PC-DFTC-3 124 250 75 [46]

PI2 208 377 25 [36]

Λ-shape PI – 350 17.2 [45]

PU 248.7 285 27.7 [44]

Poly(NDI) 210 N/A 93 [31]

Tg glass transition temperature, Td decomposition temperature determined at 5% weight loss
a. Polymer names described by the respective articles
b. Tg values given for the polymer with highest r33 value
c. Td values given for the polymer with highest r33 value
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such as isolation of chromophores (not attached to the polymer chain) resulting poor

stabilities, and compatibility of the host polymer to the respective chromophores.

While, the side-chain and main-chain polymer systems, the former enhances material

stability while the later extends the chromophore loading density. Advances in cross-

linked EO polymers amended the molecular assembly of the chromophores, simultan-

eously increases the loading density of the chromophore and stability of the material.

For the future applications, engineering of new EO polymeric materials, introducing

novel device concepts, and high-precision instrument processing will benefit the EO

polymers with excellent performance which will be demanded for future application in

the optical field. Moreover, ease of synthetic routes, optimization, and reproducibility

of the materials in economical means will be considered.
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